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Objective: To assess the feasibility of the clinical use of 3 Tesla and 7 Tesla Magnetic Resonance Imaging for early (cT1)
glottic carcinoma, including structural assessment of technical image quality and visibility of the tumor; and if feasible, to cor-
relate MRI findings to routine diagnostics.

Methods: Prospective feasibility study. Twenty patients with primary clinical T1 glottic carcinoma underwent both rou-
tine clinical staging and CT. In addition, a 3 T and 7 T MRI protocol, developed for small laryngeal lesions, was performed in a
4-point immobilization mask, using dedicated surface coils. Afterwards, routine endoscopic direct suspension laryngoscopy
under general anaesthesia was performed.

Results: Only 2 of 7 (29%) of 7 T MRI scans were rated as moderate to good technical image quality. After exclusion of
three patients with only mild to moderate dysplasia at the time of MRI, 13 of 17 (76%) of 3 T MRIs were of adequate technical
image quality. Tumor visualization was adequate in 8 of 13 (62%) of patients with invasive squamous cell carcinomas. With
exclusion of the four MRIs with motion artefacts, the tumor and its boundaries could be adequately seen in 8 of 9 (89%)
patients with squamous cell carcinoma versus only one in four (25%) of patients with carcinoma in situ lesions.

Conclusions: 7 Tesla MRI was considered not feasible. 3 Tesla MRI, with adequate patient selection, namely clinical exclu-
sion of patients with a history of claustrophobia and inclusion of only histologically proven invasive squamous cell carcinoma,
can be feasible. Especially with further improvement of MR image quality.
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INTRODUCTION
Early stage squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the

glottic larynx, treated by radiotherapy or endoscopic laser
surgery, is characterized by a low tumor volume and rare
incidence of regional or distant metastatic spread.1,2

Reported local control rates for both treatment modalities
are equally high (71–95%), depending on invasion of the
anterior commissure (AC).3 Therefore, the aim of treat-
ment is to achieve local control with the best possible
functional outcome. Topic of controversy remains which
treatment modality results in tumor eradication with
preservation of functions, especially when the cancer

involves the AC, involves the vocal muscle, or extends lat-
erally in the laryngeal ventricle. The main factor that
prohibits the systematic evaluation and pooling of data is
the uncertainty of tumor comparability, due to an absence
of a standardized method that accurately measures tumor
extent and depth.

Both flexible laryngoscopy, videolaryngostroboscopy
(VLS), and direct suspension laryngoscopy with an oper-
ating microscope can evaluate AC invasion, but no claims
can be made about the extent of the tumor in depth, as
well as submucosal intralaryngeal growth. Rates reported
of correct staging of AC invasion vary beteen 40% to
72%.4,5 Visualization of early glottic tumors by computed
tomography (CT) imaging can also be difficult due to
small tumor size and volume and the poor soft tissue
detail. Invasion of the AC is more difficult to detect. Diag-
nostic value of CT varies widely in literature with a
reported accuracy of 83% to 86%,6,7 a sensitivity of 43%
and a specificity of 83% when compared to histopathologi-
cal results5. However, these number account for all T1–
T4 laryngeal tumors. No subanalysis was done for cT1
tumors only. False-positive results may be caused by diffi-
culty to discriminate reactive inflammation and edema
from tumor.8.

A recent systematic review evaluating the diagnostic
value of MRI for pre-therapeutic staging of early glottic
cancer, showed that MRI data of T1 and T2 glottic carci-
noma is limited, heterogenous and based on sub analysis9.
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Both slice thickness and the use of neck receive coils varied
and was suboptimal for small laryngeal lesions.

7 T ultra-high field MRI has the potential to depict smal-
ler lesions.10,11 In the head and neck region, the inner ear and
the parotid gland and duct have been visualized with varying
results.12,13 Up to now, no studies have been performed to
assess the diagnostic value of 7 T for glottic carcinomas.

The primary goal of this study was to assess the fea-
sibility of the clinical use of both an dedicated 3 T MRI
protocol for small laryngeal lesions, and 7 T MRI of clini-
cal T1 glottic carcinoma; Both (technical) image quality
and tumor visibility were evaluated. Secondary goals
were comparison of MRI data to routine diagnostics,
including suspension laryngoscopy and computed tomog-
raphy. And, in case of laser excision, verification of MRI
with histopathological data.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethical Considerations
This prospective feasibility study was approved by the local

ethics committee and written informed consent was obtained
from all patients included in the study.

Methods
Following flexible laryngoscopy and videolaryngostrobo-

scopy at the Out Patients Department, patients were staged by
two independent head and neck surgeons according to the Inter-
national TNM classification for malignant glottic tumors.14 All
patients with clinically staged T1 glottic carcinomas, referred to
a tertiary referral center (Utrecht University Medical Center)
between December 2014 and March 2017, were considered for
this study. All patients had a histologically proven carcinoma in
situ or invasive SCC of the vocal cord(s). We excluded patients
with a history of previous glottic surgery, patients with previous
radiation therapy for a head and neck carcinoma, patients with
recurrence of glottic disease, patients with legal incapability or
insufficient command of the Dutch language, or patients who did
not pass MRI screening criteria. Videolaryngoscopy was recorded
and saved and glottal closure, regularity, mucosal wave and sym-
metry were scored using a 4-point (0–3) grading scale by two
ENT surgeons, specialized in head and neck oncology. Patients
subsequently underwent CT, 3 Tesla MRI, and 7 Tesla MRI.

CT Imaging Protocol
All contrast enhanced CT studies were performed on a

128 detector-row scanner (Philips iCT, Cleveland, OH, USA). For
the acquisition, first an injection of 90 ml of nonionic contrast
material (Ultravist (Iopromide) 300 mg/ml, Bayer Healthcare,
Whippany, NJ), at a rate of 4 ml/s followed by a 40-ml saline flush
was given. Forty seconds after the first injection a second injection
of 30 ml of contrast material and a 30-ml saline flush at a rate of
4 ml/s was given. A bolus triggered scan was started simultaneous
with the second bolus with a locator in the descending aorta at a
Hounsfield Units (HU) threshold of 170 with no scan delay. Acqui-
sition was performed in axial plane during quiet breathing. Scan-
ning parameters were: 128 x 0.625 mm collimation, 120 kVp,
143 mAs, a rotation time of 0.4 s, pitch of 0.914, 250 mm Field of
View, and 512 x 512 matrix. Also, 3-mm axial, coronal and sagital
sections were reconstructed. The axial images were reconstructed
parallel to the plane of the true vocal cords.

MR Imaging Protocol
To minimize movements of the head and neck region,

3 Tesla and 7 Tesla MRI were both performed using a 4-point
immobilization mask for the head and neck region with individ-
ual head support, made prior to scanning at the Department of
Radiotherapy. This mask is an adaption of the 5-point immobili-
zation mask used for head and neck radiotherapy, covering the
region form the chin to the shoulders. Its use is standard practice
for MRI performed for patients who are scheduled for radiother-
apy of the head and neck region at our center.15 Both MRI exams
were performed with administration of 0.1 ml/kg single-dose
intravenous contrast agent gadolinium (Gadovist) and 30-cc
saline flush. Scans were angulated along the C3–C4 or C4–C5
disk space (ie, parallel to the plane of the true vocal cords).

The 3 T and 7 T protocol, optimized after a pilot study with
healthy volunteers, consisted of planning scans, preparation
scans to optimize the radiofrequency (RF) transmit field and for
7 T the magnetic field homogeneity in the region of interest and
T1 and T2 weighted scans optimized in volunteers.

The 3 T and 7 T sequences (following the scans for planning
and optimization of the RF and magnetic field homogeneity) are
listed in Table I. For the 7 Tesla MRI exam, a dedicated transmit
neck coil was used in the form of a dielectric waveguide.16 The weight
of the dielectric bag filled with deuterated water was not sensed by
the patient due to the stiffness of the mask material. Local receive
coils were used to maximize the signal intensity obtained from the
glottic area.17 The receive coils were placed on the mask, covering
the region of the larynx. Prior to the study, a risk analysis was per-
formed in cooperation with the Department of Medical Technology.

Diagnostic Evaluation
CT, 3 T MRI, and 7 T MRI scans were individually assessed

for technical image quality and visibility of the tumor, scored with a
4-point Likert scale, by three independent researchers (two experi-
enced head and neck radiologists and one experienced head and
neck radiation oncologist), blinded for patient data. In a second joint
meeting, in case of visible tumor, the tumor was delineated and loca-
tion, tumor size (in mm), tumor volume and depth were assessed.

Following imaging, as part of standard clinical procedure,
direct suspension laryngoscopy with a rigid endoscope was per-
formed under general anaesthesia. Extent of the tumor was eval-
uated by visual examination through an operating microsope
with a standard eye-to-object-distance of 400 mm and by palpa-
tion with microforceps. Images were recorded using a measuring
tape (Fig. 1). Lesions were staged according to the international
TNM (for Tumor, regional lymph Nodes, distant Metastasis)
Classification of Malignant Tumors in T1a, T1b, or T2. Further-
more, appearance (exophytic growth pattern), length (in mm),
expected depth invasion of the tumor (after palpation) and possi-
ble paraglottic or subglottic extension as well as involvement of
the anterior comissure were reported. The decision for direct
endoscopic excision with CO2 laser or radiotherapy was made
during direct suspension laryngoscopy by the head and neck sur-
geon, independent of MRI (and CT) results. In general, lesions
with involvement of the anterior commissure, lesions with para-
glottic extension or patients in which tumor visualization was
inadequate, were not considered suitable for laser resection.
When endoscopic laser resection was performed, pathologic speci-
mens were fixed with needles onto a standardized full-scale
image of the larynx, to enable optimal structured histopathologi-
cal evaluation of tumor margins. When considered unsuitable for
endoscopic excision, Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT)
was commenced with a daily fraction of 2.4 Gy, 5 days/week, for
25 days, resulting in a total irradiation fraction dose of 60 Gy in
5 weeks.
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Statistics
Since direct laryngoscopy cannot be used as a reference

standard and a pathology specimen was not available in each
patient, no diagnostic accuracy measures could be calculated.
Results will be descriptive.

RESULTS

Number of Scans
A flow diagram of all included patients and performed

scans is shown in Figure 2. After 10 patients, we evaluated the
scan quality of both 3 T and 7 T MRI and considered the 7 T
MRI not feasible. Technical image quality was moderate to
good in only one or two out of seven patients. As a result, the
tumorwas not adequately visible in 72% to 86%of the patients
(Tables II and III). With these results, the clinical burden to
undergo 7 TMRI for the remaining 10 patients to be included
in the study could therefore not be justified. Therefore, the last
10 patients did not undergo 7 T scanning. In retrospect, two
carcinoma in situ lesions and one SCCwere excised during an

initial biopsy at the referral hospital. These three patients only
had mild to moderate dysplasia during time of scanning and
were excluded for evaluation. Therefore, 17 3 T MRIs and
seven 7 TMRIswere included in our analysis.

Inter Observer Agreement
Assessment of MRI data by two radiologists and one

radiation oncologist appeared to be heterogeneous. Intra-
class correlation coefficient for image quality and tumor
visibility for CT was 0.76 and 0.80. Intra-class correlation
coefficient for image quality and tumor visibility for 3 Tesla
MRI was 0.86 and 0.91. When classified as “acceptable”
(moderate or good) or “unacceptable” (bad or poor), a
higher degree of inter observer agreement was reached.

Histopathological Results
Five out of 17 tumors were considered suitable for

endoscopic laser resection. Four tumors were excised, one
was evaporated. Tumor diameters could only be assessed
in the four excision histopathological specimens. A total
of 12 patients received radiotherapy.

Technical Image Quality of CT and MRI
Data following exclusion of three patients with only

mild/moderate dysplasia are presented in Table II.
Ninety-four percent to 100%, 76%, and 14% to 29% of CT,
3 T MRI, and 7 T MRI scans were rated as moderate to
good technical image quality, respectively.

Tumor Visibility of CT and MRI
Data are presented in Table III. In 30% to 59%, 47% to

53% and 14% to 29% of CT, 3 T MRI, and 7 T MRI, respec-
tively, the tumor and boundaries could be identified.

Fig. 1. Tumor was measured with a measuring tape during direct
laryngoscopy

TABLE I.
3 T and 7 T Scan Protocol Sequences.

3 Tesla MRI 7 Tesla MRI

Subsequent scan protocols 1 2 3 4 1 2 3

Sequence 3D T2W SE 3D T2W SE
MS T1W
SE + and - Gado

3D T1W
SE Gado MS T2W SE

MS T1W SE
+ and – Gado

MS T1W
SE + Gado

Orientation Transverse Transverse Transverse Sagittal Transverse Transverse Sagittal

TE/TR (ms) 157/2225 235/2100 20/500 25/400 68/3500 37/800 37/700

TSE factor 80 145 3 20 11 8 8

Flip angle (degrees) 90 90 90 90 90 100 100

Refocusing angle (degrees) 40-120 25-120 * 40 80 90 90

Field of view (mm3) 160x160x34 160x160x39 160x160x44 160x160x44 140x140x35 140x140x35 140x140x50

No transverse slices 34 39 20 88 32 16 65 - C

Acquisition pixel size (m3) 0.5x0.5x1 1x1x1 0.6x0.6 1x1x0.5 0.5x0.5x1 0.4x0.4x2 0.7x0.7x0.7

Imaging matrix 320x318 160x158 272x270 160x160 280x275 348x346 200x200

NSA 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Sense factor 1.9 1.9 2 2 1 2 2
Scan duration (minutes) 6 2 4 3 6 2.5 4

3 T = 3 Tesla; 7 T = 7 Tesla; C = coronal; MS = multislice; NSA = number of signal averages; TE/TR = echo time/repetition time; TSE = turbo spin echo.
*No refocusing control
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One of the patients with the best quality on 3 T MRI
and 7 T MRI is shown in Figure 3. CT and a clinical image
during suspension laryngoscopy shows a comparable lesion

of the left anterior vocal cord. This tumor was clinically
scored as a T1b tumor, with involvement of the anterior
commissure. In this case, radiotherapy was performed.

Fig. 2. Flow diagram of included patients, number of scans, scan quality, and tumor visibility

TABLE II.
Assessment of Image Quality by Three Independent Observers, Blinded for Clinical Data.

CT 3 Tesla MRI 7 Tesla MRI

Image quality R1 R2 R3 R1 R2 R3 R1 R2 R3

Bad 1 (6%) 0 0 3 (18%) 1(6%) 1 (6%) 3 (43%) 1 (14%) 4 (57%)

Poor 0 0 1 (6%) 1 (6%) 3 (18%) 3 (18%) 2 (29%) 4 (57%) 2 (29%)

Moderate 0 2 (12%) 10 (59%) 5 (29%) 8 (47%) 3 (18%) 1 (14%) 1 (14%) 0

Good 16 (94%) 15 (88%) 6 (35%) 8 (47%) 5 (29%) 10 (59%) 1 (14%) 1 (14%) 1 (14%)

Total 17 17 17 17 17 17 7 7 7

CT = computed tomography; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; R1 = radiologist 1 (FP); R2 = radiologist 2 (JD); R3 = radiation oncologist (CT).

TABLE III.
Assessment of Image Quality by Three Independent Observers, Blinded for Clinical Data.

CT 3 Tesla MRI 7 Tesla MRI

Tumor visibility R1 R2 R3 R1 R2 R3 R1 R2 R3

Tumor not visible 4 (24%) 4 (24%) 7 (41%) 5 (29%) 5 (29%) 5 (29%) 5 (72%) 2 (29%) 5 (72%)

Tumor visible, but not the tumor boundaries 3 (18%) 3 (18%) 5 (29%) 3 (18%) 4 (24%) 4 (24%) 1 (14%) 3 (43%) 1 (14%)

Tumor boundaries visible, but not clear 6 (35%) 2 (12%) 2 (12%) 6 (35%) 5 (29%) 3 (18%) 0 1 (14%) 0

Both tumor and boundaries clearly visible 4 (24%) 8 (47%) 3 (18%) 3 (18%) 3 (18%) 5 (29%) 1 (14%) 1 (14%) 1 (14%)

Total 17 17 17 17 17 17 7 7 7

CT = computed tomography; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; R1 = radiologist 1 (FP); R2 = radiologist 2 (JD); R3 = radiation oncologist (CT).
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Findings could therefore not be related to histopathological
results.

Relation Between Image Quality, Tumor
Visibility, and Tumor Dimensions in Subgroups
of Patients on 3 T MRI and CT
Patients with carcinoma in situ lesions

Four out of 17 patients had carcinoma in situ lesions.
Although all 3 T MRI scans were of moderate to good
(“acceptable”) image quality, in only one patient (25%),
tumor boundaries could be visualized, although not clear.
Concerning CT, the technical quality of all scans were
good, but the tumor seen on MRI was not visible on
CT. In another patient with Cis, visibility of tumor
boundaries was slightly better on CT than on MR, leading
to an “acceptable” tumor visibility on CT.

Patients with invasive squamous cell carcinoma
Thirteen out of 17 patients had an invasive scc on

histopathological report. Eight patients had a cT1a lesion,
four patients had a cT1b tumor, and one patient had an
SCC staged as T2. Four MRI scans were of bad image
quality due to severe motion artefacts. One of these
patients suffered from claustrophobia. The remaining
nine scans were of moderate to good (“acceptable”) image
quality. In eight patients, the tumor and its boundaries
could be adequately visualized. On CT, image quality was
good in all patients, except for the one with claustropho-
bia. Tumor visibility was adequate in nine patients.

Comparison of tumor dimensions on CT, 3 T, 7 T
and direct laryngoscopy

In eight patients with invasive SCC, the tumor and
its boundaries could be adequately visualized on 3 T MRI
and tumor dimensions could be measured (Table IV). In a
consensus meeting, tumors were delineated on 3 T MRI
and CT. Volumes variated from 0.036 to 2.38 cc and were
slightly larger on MRI than on CT for all tumors. Tumor
volume was not related to visibility of the tumor. In only
one of these eight patients, laser excision was performed.
Correlation of tumor diameters to pathological specimens
was therefore not contributive.

Assessment of anatomical/glottic subsites
Presence or absence of tumor involvement of anatomi-

cal subsites was scored on both imaging and during suspen-
sion laryngoscopy. For the anterior commissure, concordance
between CT, 3 T MRI and laryngoscopy was low for the
whole study population (including both superficial carcinoma
in situ lesions and invasive bulky disease). For the eight
patients with invasive SCC with adequate tumor visualiza-
tion, shown in Table IV, concordance was higher. For these
patients, a consensus was reached by the observers, blinded
for clinical data. Two out of eight CTs and 3 T MRIs (of the
same patients) were false negative for tumor invasion of the
AC, which was visible during direct laryngoscopy. This was
due to superficial tumor extension of a more bulky midcord
lesion into the AC. Four out of eight CTs and MRIs (of the
same patients) were true positive. Two CT and MRIs were
true negative.

Fig. 3. Axial images at the mid glottic level showing a lesion on the anterior half of the left true vocal cord with extension to the anterior com-
missure (arrows). On CT the lesion is isointense to the vocal cord and therefore difficult to see. 3 T MRI (a), 7 T MRI (b), contrast enhanced CT
(c) and clinical photo during suspension laryngoscopy (d) of the same study patient.3 T = 3 Tesla; 7 T = 7 Tesla; CT = computed tomography;
MRI = magnetic resonance imaging.
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The vocal muscle was scored as involved in five
patients on both CT and MRI, it was scored as not
involved in two patients and was scored as involved on
MRI but not involved on CT in the same patient. No veri-
fication with histopathology could be done. Other subsites
were not, or rarely, involved.

DISCUSSION

Feasibility: Primary Endpoint
Twenty percent of patients refused 7 T scanning

because of claustrophobia. In contrast to our expectations,
based on pilot data with detailed laryngeal visualization
in healthy subjects, in only one out of seven 7 T scans,
the tumor and its boundaries could be clearly seen. We
therefore considered 7 T MRI not feasible.

Although the vast majority of 3 T scans was of mod-
erate to good technical quality, this only resulted in ade-
quate tumor visibility on 3 T MRI in nine out of the total
group of 17 patients (53%) versus 10 out of 17 patients
(59%) on CT. The tumor visibility was adequate in nine
out of 13 (69%) 3 T MRIs with moderate to good image
quality, versus 10 out of 16 patients (63%) with good CT
image quality. This was probably due to inadequate visi-
bility of superficial (carcinoma in situ) lesions. When sub-
group analysis was done, tumor visualization was
adequate in 62% (or even 89% after exclusion of four
MRIs with bad technical quality) with SSC versus only
25% of patients with carcinoma in situ lesions. On CT,
tumor visibility was adequate in 25% of Cis lesions and in
69% of SCC lesions (or 75% after exclusion of one CT with
bad technical quality).

Study Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, histopa-

thology could not be used as a reference standard to vali-
date the diagnostic value of the scans. Random biopsy of
anatomic subsites, only for study purposes, was consid-
ered unethical and harmful for the study patients. Sec-
ond, data were very heterogeneous. The low concordance
between laryngoscopy and CT does not allow for a

combined reference standard to validate MRI findings.18

Third, the moderate intraclass correlation coefficient on a
4-point scale between two experienced head and neck
radiologists and the radiation oncologist reflects the diffi-
culty of image interpretation. When scored as “adequa-
te/acceptable” or “inadequate/unacceptable,” agreement
was high. The intra-observer and inter-observer reproduc-
ibility in the delineation of head and neck tumors have a
wide range, with a reported percentage measurement
error for primary tumors of 0% to 53%.19–21 Between
observers, the size of the largest gross tumor volume
(GTV) can be more than eight times the size of the smal-
lest volume. Last limitation of this study is that the
majority of the glottic tumors were clinically superficial
lesions. Four out of 17 were carcinoma in situ lesions.
Another three lesions were biopsied in the referral hospi-
tal as carcinoma in situ lesions, but were invasive carci-
nomas after second biopsy at our tertiary hospital.
Lesions that were cT2 on first visit were excluded from
this study. This could have influenced the results. In
larger glottic carcinomas MRI has been shown to be of
additional value in delineating tumor boundaries and dif-
ferentiating tumor from edema or fibrosis.22,23

Comparison of MRI Data to Routine Diagnostics;
Secondary Endpoint

Anterior-posterior diameters measured during laryn-
goscopy compared to MRI and CT were comparable. How-
ever, clinical measurements can be difficult due to both
invasive and exophytic tumor components with varying
shapes of the vocal cord. The superficial component
results in larger tumor diameters measured during laryn-
goscopy, which was not detected on imaging. Because of
the lack of histopathological data, unfortunately, no rela-
tion between tumor visibility and depth invasion of the
tumor could be addressed.

Challenges of 3 T and 7 T MRI Scanning for
Small Laryngeal Lesions

For optimal detection of small laryngeal lesions and to
avoid partial volume effect of scanning small lesions, we

TABLE IV.
Tumor Dimensions Measured on Imaging and Direct Laryngoscopy.

Anterior-posterior dimeter (mm) Lateral diameter (mm)

In mm CT 3 T MRI Laryngoscopy CT 3 T MRI Laryngoscopy

Pt 2 8.6 14.2 17 3.7 8.9 5

Pt 3 8.6 9 10 4.5 4.2 5

Pt 4 20 27 15 8.5 10 10

Pt 9 5 11 7 5 5 3

Pt 12 10 10 12 3.4 3.4 3.5

Pt 14 11.8 26.0 15 5.0 9.0 8

Pt 16 5.2 6.4 7 3.8 3.5 5

Pt 20 4 5.8 9 1.4 2.3 1

3 T = 3 Tesla; CT = computed tomography; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging.
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used a slice thickness of 0.5 to 1 mm. However, small slice
thickness results in a diminished Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR). To optimize the signal in the area of interest, we used
neck receive coils close to the larynx. At the surface the sub-
cutaneous fat is located. This fat can cause large artefacts
when patients move (for example due to breathing). These
artefacts are more pronounced in the 7 T scans than in the
3 T MRI scans, due to the high sensitivity of the small sur-
face coils in the 7 T setup close to the surface.

To minimize motion artefacts, all patients were
scanned in a 4-point immobilization mask. A benefit of
the stiff mask material was that the transmit neck coil
used on 7 T, consisting of a dielectric bag filled with deu-
terated water, which can be quite heavy on the neck, was
not sensed by the patient. Although the immobilization
mask minimizes external movements of the head and
neck, internal motion as a result of breathing and swal-
lowing cannot be prevented. To diminish the susceptibil-
ity for motion artefacts, we performed four dynamic scans
with one-fourth scan duration each, but this was not ben-
eficial. A solution for this problem appears to be “in-vivo
respiratory triggering,” a method in which data acquisi-
tion is only done during expiration, since internal breath-
ing motion will reduce and swallowing cannot occur.24

At 7 T, the SNR increases linearly with field strength.
However, the image homogeneity is generally less due to
the smaller RF wavelength causing RF interferences.25,26

For this reason, a body coil is very hard to manufacture at
such high field strength. We used a dedicated neck trans-
mit coil with 2 antenna’s to homogenize the transmit field
based on the principle of a dielectric waveguide16. Another
challenge, especially at 7 T, is the energy absorbed by the
human body (Specific Absorption Ratio of SAR in W/kg),
which scales quadratically with the field strength. The
higher SAR at 7 T has to be compensated by fewer RF
pulses per time unit, resulting in a longer acquisition time.
Also, the water-fat shift is increased at 7 T compared to
3 T. This can be compensated for by a higher read-out
bandwidth, this however reduces the SNR.

Further improvement of scan quality at 3 T might be
accomplished by a neck receive coil consisting of multiple
elements. At 7 T, we already used receive coils with multiple
elements. At 3 T, we used a receive coil with two elements.
Adding receive coils can lead to a higher acceleration factor
with a shorter scan duration. This will especially be of bene-
fit when data acquisition is limited to the expiration phase
of breathing. With multiple elements, the signal remains
high enough for optimal tumor visibility.

CONCLUSION
We conducted a feasibility study for 3 T and 7 T MRI

for clinically staged Tis, T1a and T1b glottic carcinoma.
7 T MRI was considered not feasible. 3 T MRI, with clinical
exclusion of patients with a history of claustrophobia, and
with histologically proven invasive squamous cell carci-
noma, can be feasible. Especially with further improve-
ment of MRI quality. However, its superiority to CT could

not be confirmed in this study. Superficial tumor extension
remains difficult to detect on imaging.
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